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Iodine clock experiment
-

The goal of this experiment is
to determine the rate law for a
chemical reaction using the method
of initial rates
Only those reagents that participate

in the RLS ( normally ) affect
the rate of reaction

,

In the method of initial rates
,

the concentrations of reagents in
each trial are individually varied
to see what effect changing
concentration has on rate

,

-2
3I-cant 5208 → Iz

-

t 2504-2
Cag , can Cag)This is the reaction being

studied in this experiment .



There is no connection between
an overact stoichiometric equation
and a rate law

,
since the stoichiometric

equation does not indicate how

many steps occur or which step,
if
any

,
is the rate - limiting step.

In this reaction
,
since only the

stoichiometric equation is known
,
that

is why an experiment must be
performed to determine the rate law,
-

In order to measure the rate of

a reaction
,
there must be a

measurable change in some concentration,
Ideally

,

to equally compare each trial
,

The same amount of concentration
change should occur for each ran .
By analogy to a race

,
each trial

will ' '

run
" the same distance

,
so the

rate can simply be determined by how
long it takes to reach the ' ' finish line " s



Chemical Reactions ↳

I) 3 KI Caq) t CN Hy ) 25208 cage >→
Iz
-

cage ) t 2504
-

Zcaq,
- This equation contains the RLS

step being studied in this experiment
.

I ) Is
-

cag,
t 2 Nazszozcaq , →

3 I
-

caq ,
t 5406 -2

cage ,- This reaction controls the
extent of reaction ( ' ' distance

,
finish line")
jIII ) Is

-

can, t starch < Complex
- This reaction turns the mixture

an easily visible dark color .
The purpose of 5203-2 is to

consume the same amount of Iz-

in each trial
, as Iz- is formed

.The I5 can be destroyed even if itforms a complex with starch
because formation of the complex
is reversible

,

No color change will occur until all
of the thiosulfate is consumed

.

The color change indicates the end of the trial.



U

-

#

Volumes
,
hot concentrations

→ same total volume
- reagents related to
RLS
- controls extent of ray
- unreactive reagents
that are present to
maintain the same total
solution volume and the
same overall ion concentration

.

- In kinetics experiments
,

it is
critical to eliminate as manyvariables as possible

.



All of the trials react to the same E
extent

,
which is controlled by the

amount of 5203
- I
present , therefore

it makes sense that thiosulfate
should be the basis of any stoichiometric
calculations

. ¢
This reagent

rate= ⑦
O so,

-2]
is not involved

-
in the vxn with

( Ot the RLS
due to 5203-2 being consumed

①Is-can 2057
ay ,
→
SI
-

t 5,06-2
Because 5203-Z controls the rien

extent
, it can be used to determine

OCI
z

- I
,
which is involved in the

tea:O
This quantity is
the same in all trials

rate = Clot


